STEP 2:

Category Faux Finish: Max VOC <350 g/l

STEP 3:

refund of the purchase price. Refer to product number and batch code.

Rust-Oleum Product Support at 800-901-0411 for product replacement or a full

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED:

 Measure the length of your top and bottom cabinets as no more

than 34-1/2”.

of standard wall and base cabinets being no more

coating to cover 40 linear feet of cabinetry with 2

(A + B + C + D = linear feet). Each kit includes enough

SQUARE FEET – FOR CALCULATING EXACT COVERAGE NEEDS

LINEAR FEET – FOR QUICKLY ESTIMATING COVERAGE

door and drawer face.

Standard base cabinet height is 34-1/2”.

STEP 1:

using Cabinet Transformations® Complete Coating Kit

3-STEP EASY

COMPLETE COATING KIT INCLUDES

1 Top Coat (32 fl oz) (946 mL), 2 Glaze (8 fl oz) (237 mL)

CALCULATING COVERAGE

DARK KIT 258240

TINT TO THE COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE

A rust color shown here will vary slightly due to

lighting, printing process or other conditions.

A full color shown here will vary slightly due to

lighting, printing process or other conditions.